Classic experiments on social groups dealing with truth statement issues present mixed findings on the conditions of truth abandonment and reaching a consensus on the truth. No theory has been developed and evaluated that might integrate these findings with a mathematical model of the interpersonal influence system that alters some or all of its members' positions on an issue. In this paper we provide evidence that a general model in the network science on opinion dynamics substantially clarifies how truth wins in groups.
M
ax Planck's famous null hypothesis on truth propagation is that "a new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die." Classic experiments in social psychology have probed the conditions of "truth wins" in social groups. This evidence presents mixed findings, and no dynamical system model has been advanced that integrates them. Thorndike and Barnlund (1, 2) show that an initial consensus is adopted without scrutiny whether or not it is true. Asch (3) (4) (5) shows that individuals are likely to abandon the truth if they are located in a group in which all other members have a fixed agreement on a false position. Sherif (6) shows that a group converges to a false consensus when all its members are uncertain about the true position. Laughlin and Adamopoulos (7) and Laughlin and Ellis (8) find that reaching consensus on a true position depends on the size of the faction of individuals with the correct position on an issue. Clearly, truth propagation is not a viral contagion in which a true position is automatically adopted by anyone who comes into contact with it, and the hazard rate of adopting false positions on issues is substantial.
The above referenced findings of the classical literature on truth wins in social groups are based on statistical tests of hypotheses on input-output associations and do not specify the groups' throughput mechanisms that alter individuals' positions on issues. Understanding the mechanisms by which truth wins or fails to win is an open problem. It is a problem that has become increasingly important with the development of social media that allow a rapid widespread dissemination of true and false information. Unfortunately, we are currently confronted with such a hazard in which a faction of policy makers have concluded that the numerical evidence on global warming does not indicate any trajectory toward a dangerous threshold level that would require immediate action.
Investigations of the conditions of truth wins have not included a network science modeling of the opinion dynamics that determine groups' outcomes. We present evidence that an attention to such dynamics substantially clarifies how truth wins in groups. Given information on a group's initial opinions and influence network on a quantitative issue, network science models of opinion dynamics are motivated by the idea that complex sequences of opinion updates are triggered by individuals' exposure to a set of one or more other individuals' fixed or changing positions on an issue. An interdisciplinary field of research has developed on the problem of predicting group members' displayed settled positions on an issue. Such predictions require a mathematical model of interpersonal influence systems in which repetitive individual-level updates of quantitative opinions are occurring. Numerous models of such systems have been proposed; see refs. 9 and 10 for reviews. Consistent with all mathematically based science on dynamical natural systems, the goal of this field is to find an empirically supported parsimonious general mechanism of opinion updating that unfolds on any influence network topology and, thus, explains a large domain of observed realizations of influence system outcomes. The open fundamental question is whether or not there exists an elementary "cognitive algebra" (11, 12) in individuals' integration of their own and others' displayed opinions. The most widely accepted candidate is a weighted averaging mechanism with which each individual automatically allocates weights to his or her own and others' fixed or changing opinions to obtain an updated opinion that is a convex combination of opinions. The set of all group members' allocated weights defines the influence network of the group. Thus, a group issue-specific influence network is automatically assembled as an implication of individuals' information integration mechanism; that is, the weights are in the mechanism used by individuals to adjust their own opinion on an issue. In this literature, the FriedkinJohnsen (13, 14) generalization of the seminal French-HararyDeGroot (15-17) weighted-averaging opinion update mechanism is currently the only model on which a sustained line of human-subject experiments (14, (18) (19) (20) have been conducted to evaluate predictions of opinion changes. This model is given by
Significance
Investigations of the conditions of truth wins in social groups present mixed findings and have not included a network science modeling of the opinion dynamics that alter individuals' positions. This paper presents evidence that an attention to such dynamics substantially clarifies how truth wins. The findings of our experiments on groups of human subjects suggest that the mixed findings on truth wins in social groups can be integrated as special-case realizations of a general model of opinion dynamics on influence networks. k = 0, 1 . . ., where xi (0) ∈ R, 0 ≤ wij ≤ 1 ∀ij , n j =1 wij = 1, and aii = 1 − wii ∀i. The corresponding matrix equation for the influence system is
where W is the system's n × n matrix of wij weights and A is the system's n × n diagonal matrix of individuals' levels of stubborn attachment to their initial opinions (0 ≤ aii ≤ 1 ∀i, aij = 0 ∀i = j ). In the special case of A = I, the model reduces to a French-Harary-DeGroot system without resistances to opinion change. Mathematical analysis has shown that this system's equilibrium equation,
is consistent with relaxations of the model's simplifying assumptions of synchronous opinion updates (21, 22) and time-invariant W (23) that allow random asynchronous updates and timevarying weights. The model provides theoretical foundations for widely used measures of the influence centralities of individuals in a group: In the special case of an A = I, its measure is equivalent to eigenvector centrality, and in the special case of an A = αI, 0 < α < 1, its measure is equivalent to PageRank centrality (24) (25) (26) . See SI Text on other relevant properties of this model. Experiments on groups of human subjects have evaluated the model's predictive accuracy on quantitative issues of judgment for which there are no true or false numerical positions. The designs of these experiments include groups in face-to-face interaction (20) and groups in which interaction is constrained by different telephonic communication structures that prohibit direct conversations among particular pairs of individuals and allow random dyadic conversations of varying length (14, 18, 19) . Its predictive accuracy includes exact predictions of observed final opinions such as in the following case that appears in the findings of the experiments reported in this paper. Before the group discussion, the four members of this group privately recorded their initial opinions,
x(0) = 65 74 74 52 T .
A direct measure of the cognitive wij weights of Eq. 1 (relating to the way an individual is integrating information in his or her own mind) is based on the four individuals' independent postdiscussion reports of the extent to which each of the other group members influenced their own final opinions; see SI Text on this measure. In this group on this issue, 1 reports according no weight to itself or to 4, and equal weights to 2 and 3, and the group's matrix of such reports is: and, in this case, they are exact predictions of the individuals' observed privately reported final opinions. We will show that the model's predictive accuracy is high in the pool of all cases reported in this article on intellective (truth statement) issues. Note that there is nothing in this prediction that indicates whether any opinion is correct or incorrect. The fact that the issue is intellective, in contrast to the judgment issues that have been involved in all previously conducted experiments, is irrelevant to the model's explanation of the observed opinion changes. Here, and in general, the foundations of this model's success rests (i) on its assumption of a weighted averaging mechanism of opinion updates that allows for levels of stubborn attachment to initial opinions and (ii) on an equilibrium equation that is robust to violations of its simplifying assumptions of synchronous updates on a time-invariant influence network.
However, there are important implications of quantitative intellective issues that distinguish them from quantitative judgment issues. Note that in the above example two individuals reported identical initial opinions. Henceforth, we refer to a subset of individuals with identical initial opinions as a faction. Such factions frequently occur on the intellective issues of the conducted experiments. In contrast, in previous experiments on quantitative judgment issues (14, 19, 20) , initial opinion factions rarely occur so that typically any initial opinion in a group is a distinct position that is associated with one individual. On the issues investigated in this paper, because the same initial position is often held by two or more individuals the displayed position of a faction-as-a-unit has an influence value. This idea has motivated the classical work on truth wins and abandonment referenced in the Introduction. We break from the tradition of treating the relative sizes of factions as an explanatory variable. Consistent with a network science approach, we define the influence of a factionas-a-unit on any individual i as the sum of the faction members' vij total influences on i. Thus, one member of the faction may explain most its influence, and other individuals may be more or less influenced by different members of a faction. On this basis, we can formulate a prediction of the relative total influence of the truth, that is a value in the [0, 1] interval, in determining each i's final opinion on an issue as follows:
For each individual i, regardless of whether his or her own initial opinion is true or false, the hypothesis is that 0 ≤ ci ≤ 1 predicts whether i will hold a true or false final opinion. For each group, the hypothesis is that 0 ≤ 1 n n i=1 ci ≤ 1 predicts whether a group consensus is reached on a true or false position. This formulation allows for cases in which a true initial position is abandoned, or a true initial opinion of one member alters all other members' false opinions, or the true initial position of a faction alters or fails to alter other members' opinions. We will show that our findings support this network science approach for explaining how truth wins in groups.
In addition, we show that a deeper level of persuasion is involved in group discussions of truth statements. In the classic Asch (3-5) and Sherif (6) experiments, individuals voiced their positions without discussion. Group discussion allows not only a display of opinions but also a display of the calculative logics upon which different initial opinions are based. The abandonment of an opinion may be associated with the adoption of a true or false calculative logic that applies to the issue, and to all other issues to which the logic can be applied. This deeper level of persuasion, based on social learning, allows a growth of initial opinion factions along a sequence of issues on which a common calculative logic can be adapted to each issue. In the conducted experiments, the structure of each issue varies over the issue sequence so that formulaic rote learning may fail in the absence of a more abstract understanding of the logic involved. Although individuals may have been persuaded to accept a true opinion, they may present either a true or false initial opinion on the next issue of the issue sequence, depending on whether they acquired an abstract understanding of how to obtain a true opinion. Similarly, they may be persuaded to accept a false opinion without acquiring an abstract understanding of its calculative logic. We show that both true and false initial opinion factions grow in size along a sequence of intellective issues on which a true or false calculative logic can be adapted to each issue. In our data, faction growth includes cases of group trajectories along an issue sequence to extremal states of initial consensus. In these extremal cases, all group members have the same initial opinion (true or false) and maximal levels of attachment to it. Finally, we consider the net resultant of these intimately intertwined processes of interpersonal influence and social learning. When there are various false calculative logics and only one true calculative logic, the distribution of initial opinion errors (for all individuals nested in independent groups) evolves over time along an issue sequence toward a distribution in which the frequency of true initial opinions dominates. Although the bulk of initial opinions may be based on false calculative logics, they are group-specific. Thus, truth wins in a decentralized population of individuals nested in independent groups under the condition of one-true versus many-false calculative logics on a class of intellective issues.
We conducted experiments on risk evaluation issuesanalytical reliability problems-for which there are objectively correct numerical positions. We assembled 45 face-to-face groups of three to four individuals. Each group dealt with a random permutation of the same issues under the instruction that they should try to reach a consensus on each issue. With 161 individuals nested in 45 groups with three to four members, each dealing with a sequence of eight issues, the experiments set up 360 group-issue occasions in which individuals present an initial and final opinion and 1,288 individual-level behavioral observations of (initial, final) tuples of opinion. The individuals were recruited from the undergraduate subject pool of our university and paid for their participation. The University of California, Santa Barbara Institutional Review Board approved the study, and all subjects provided written informed consent. The experiment is a standard prepost group-discussion randomized design. One of the eight issues is posed to a group. (i) Individuals privately record their initial positions on the issue, (ii) a group discussion is then opened and concluded, and (iii) individuals pri- vately record their final positions and their subjective weights indicating the extent to which each of the other group members influenced their own final opinion. Then another issue is posed, and so on, until the concluding issue of the random permutation of the eight issues is reached. For each group-specific issue, the obtained data are the group's n-vectors of initial and final opinions and its n × n matrix of allocated weights, which are measures of the model's x(0), x(∞), and W constructs, respectively. See SI Text on the detailing of these experiments. Because the data structure is a longitudinal multilevel design in which individuals are nested in groups, the statistical analysis draws on methods suitable to such clustered data SI Text). We also conducted a baseline experiment on 30 individuals who worked independently on random permutations of the same eight issues.
Results
First, we evaluate the predictions of the opinion dynamics model. The experiments provided 1, 288 individual-level behavioral observations of (initial, final) tuples of opinion. Fig. 1 evaluates the model's predicted final opinions. The Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient (ρ) of observed and predicted final opinions is ρ = 0.939 (P < 0.001, n = 1, 288).
Opinion changes were prevalent, and the model's predictions of the direction and magnitude of these changes are associated with the observed changes ρ = 0.873 (P < 0.001). Regressing individuals' observed final opinions on their predicted final opinions and observed initial opinions, the estimated coefficient for the predicted values is 0.983 (P < 0.001, SE = 0.041) and the coefficient for initial opinions is insignificant (P = 0.496). These findings on quantitative intellective issues are strongly consistent with previous findings on quantitative judgment issues (14, 19, 20) . The network science speculation that there may be an elementary mechanism of opinion updates, based on weighted averaging, is buttressed by these findings. With respect to the specialized literature of experiments on groups dealing with intellective problems, referenced in the Introduction of this paper, these findings suggest that a network science model of opinion dynamics may serve to integrate this literature's observations. The special cases of this model cover all realizations of initial opinions (initial consensus, faction structures, and complete heterogeneity), levels of stubborn attachments to initial opinions, and influence network topologies. In the present experiments we have not constrained these realizations as in the classic Asch (3) (4) (5) experiments and have allowed them to naturally arise.
Second, we evaluate the Eq. 4 hypothesis that the probability of an individual's adopting a true final opinion on an issue depends on whether one or more true initial opinions exist in a group and their influence on an individual's opinion. We find that the hazard of a false final opinion given a false initial opinion is (i) near 100% if an individual is not exposed to a true initial opinion and (ii) reduced but not eliminated (in these data to 18%) if an individual is exposed to a true initial opinion. The existence of a true initial opinion in a group is necessary but not sufficient to explain its adoption (who adopts it or who does not). The Eq. 4 hypothesis is that its adoption by a particular individual depends on the existence of one or more true initial opinions and on the influence of the one or more individuals who are advocating it. In our data, a group's array of initial opinions is not constrained by the experimental design as in the classic Asch (3-5) experiments on truth abandonment, where a single naive subject with a true initial opinion is confronted with two or more confederates of the experimenter who display an identical false fixed opinion on each issue of a sequence of similar issues. We allow true or false factions of initial opinions to naturally occur along an issue sequence, and we place no design constraints on individuals' levels of stubbornness. In the 360 occasions that present arrays of initial opinions of true or false factions, all feasible faction structures of initial opinion were observed. In the 152 group-issuespecific occasions involving triads, the distribution of the number of unique initial opinions is 40, 50, and 62 occasions with one, two, and three unique initial opinions, respectively. In the 208 group-issue-specific occasions involving tetrads, the distribution of the number of unique initial opinions is 34, 63, 54, and 57 occasions with one, two, three, and four unique initial opinions, respectively. The existence of initial opinion factions presents an open question in the network science on opinion dynamics. Can the effects of initial opinion factions on group members' final opinions be understood as a simple aggregation of the relative total interpersonal influences of the individuals who are advocating a particular position on an issue? We address this question with a logistic regression of the n = 1, 288 individuals' observed binary adoptions of true versus false final opinions on the Eq. 4 predicted influence value of the truth on their final opinions, controlling for the truth state of their observed initial opinions. The estimated coefficient for the predicted influence of the truth is 7.747 (P < 0.001, SE = 1.040) and the estimated coefficient of the truth state of their initial opinions is insignificant (P = 0.552). Thus, Eq. 4 captures instances of maintained or adjusted initialto-final opinions and predicts the log odds of adopting true final positions. Since 0 ≤ ci ≤ 1 and its observed values span its feasible values, the estimated 7.747 coefficient indicates a strong association (linear increases in the log odds of adopting a true final opinion up to a nearly eight-fold increase) consistent with the predictions of the entertained opinion dynamics model.
Issue Sequence ProporƟon of True EsƟmates
For each group, the hypothesis is that the group's mean 0 ≤ 1 n n i=1 ci ≤ 1 predicts whether a group consensus is reached on a true position. From the opinion dynamics model, this mean value must be 0 if all group members have false initial opinions or if any true initial opinion has no influence on final opinions, and its positive values indicate the extent to which one or more true initial opinions in a group influence final opinions. The data present 360 occasions on which a consensus might be reached. We evaluate the hypothesis with a logistic regression of the observed events of a true versus false final consensus on the mean Eq. 4 predicted total influence of the truth on final opinions, controlling for the number of group members with true initial opinions. The estimated coefficient for the predicted influence of the truth is 6.888 (P < 0.001, SE = 1.651) and the estimated coefficient for the number of group members with true initial opinions is insignificant (P = 0.317). Since 0 ≤ 1 n n i=1 ci ≤ 1 and its observed values span its feasible values, the estimated 6.888 coefficient indicates a strong association (linear increases in the log odds of a true final consensus up to a nearly sevenfold increase) consistent with the predictions of the entertained opinion dynamics model. The insignificant coefficient for the number of group members with true initial opinions is consistent with the hypothesis that the opinion dynamics model explains the association of initial factions of true positions on true consensus outcomes.
Third, we show that a deeper level of persuasion is involved in group discussions of truth statements. Group discussion allows not only a display of opinions but also a display of the calculative logics upon which different initial opinions are based. The abandonment of an opinion may be associated with adoption of a true or false calculative logic that applies to the issue, and to all other issues to which the logic can be applied. This deeper level of persuasion, based on social learning, allows a growth of initial opinion factions along a sequence of issues on which a common calculative logic can be adapted to each issue. On the analytical reliability issues of this experiment, the structure of each issue varies over the issue sequence so that formulaic rote learning may fail in the absence of a more abstract understanding of the logic involved. Although individuals may have been persuaded to accept a true opinion, they may present either a true or false initial opinion on the next issue of the issue sequence, depending on whether they acquired an abstract understanding of how to obtain a true opinion. Similarly, they may be persuaded to accept a false opinion without acquiring an abstract understanding of its calculative logic. Thus, true and false social learning is manifested in the growth of initial opinion factions along an issue sequence. Fig. 2 reports the proportion of true opinions along the issue sequence for 30 isolated individuals and the 161 individuals nested in 45 groups. The effect of groups is the difference between the (a) curve for the final opinions of individuals nested in groups and the (c) curve for the isolated individuals. The (b) curve for the initial opinions of the individuals nested in groups signals the occurrence of social learning events that alter the conditions under which the opinion dynamics of the groups unfold. The difference of the (a) and (b) curves for final and initial opinions is based on the additional factor of interpersonal systems in which the influence of one or more true initial opinions elevates the adoption of a true final opinion whether or not the adopter understands how such opinions were obtained. Note that the maximum proportion of true final opinions on the (a) curve is below 0.40. A substantial proportion of the groups in these data fail to present any true opinion. In such groups, factions of initial opinion grow along the issue sequence based on false learning.
Finally, we consider the net resultant of these intimately intertwined processes of interpersonal influence and social learning. When there are various false calculative logics and only one true calculative logic, the resulting distribution of individuals' initial opinion errors is an evolving distribution in which the frequency of true initial opinions is elevated. Fig 3 shows the evolving distribution of relative initial opinion errors. Truth wins in a decentralized population of individuals nested in independent groups that are dealing with a sequence of intellective issues on which a common calculative logic can be adapted to each issue. Such evolution will occur when the application of incorrect facts and logic is group-idiosyncratic and, thus, fails to form any substantial between-group faction with a common error bias. Such evolution may be derailed by social movements or social media that elevate the adoption of a particular set of false facts and logic.
Discussion
The research reported in this paper suggests that a network science of opinion dynamics may advance our understanding of how truth wins in groups. It presents an approach that contrasts with the literature on the wisdom of crowds (27) (28) (29) (30) in which true numerical estimates are obtained from the mean value of the distribution of independent individual estimates. This work also contrasts with the literature on groupthink (31-35) with its implication that the definitional properties of groupthink are not necessarily associated with flawed decisions. Both positive and negative groupthink outcomes are permissible. We have noted that a group's array of initial opinions evolves along an issue sequence and includes cases of group trajectories to extremal states of both true or false initial consensus based on the adoption of a particular calculative logic. If the shared calculative logic is false, then an instance of negative groupthink is expressed. If the shared calculative logic is true, then an instance of positive groupthink is expressed. Formally, both outcomes are consistent with the conditions of groupthink. Moreover, this work contributes a way of thinking about how truth wins in a population of independent groups. Social science has long emphasized the importance shared norms in large-scale populations (6, 36, 37) , because shared norms appear to be the only basis on which independent groups might have similar initial opinions on the same class of issues, and reach a similar consensus on each issue. It is for this reason that shared norms have been emphasized by social scientists as a basis of societal coherence. We have shown how a dominant faction with opinions based on a true calculative logic, for a class of issues, may emerge in a population of independent groups. Although the bulk of initial opinions in such a population may be based on false calculative logics, they are group-specific. Truth wins in a decentralized population of individuals nested in independent groups under the condition of one-true versus many-false calculative logics. Its dominance is based on the property that any individual who understands the relevant science or mathematics must come to the same conclusion, while those who do not understand the relevant science or mathematics are likely to adopt diverse group idiosyncratic conclusions. This one-true versus many-false calculative logics condition of truth wins is not satisfied when social movements or social media elevate the adoption of a particular set of false facts and logic. Macro-level belief system dynamics that generate shared constraints on individuals' opinions are complex (26, 38) and not easily controlled. Both history and social science present the evidence that the hazard rate of adopting false positions on truth statements is substantial and that truth propagation is not a viral contagion in which a true position is automatically adopted by anyone who comes into contact with it. Incentivizing correct opinions, to lower this hazard rate, has not been investigated. Fact checks that are exogenous feedbacks to groups would incentivize a rethinking of the method being used to obtain problem solutions. However, the conditions affecting the willingness or capacity of groups to alter their agreed-upon methods of solving problems are currently not well understood. More broadly, the advancement of a network science modeling of the group dynamics that alter individuals' positions on issues is currently limited by the absence of a technology that provides more direct evidence on the causal basis of these dynamics and, in particular, a more direct measurement of the weights in the automatic convex combination mechanism that is the widely assumed cognitive algebra of iterative opinion update processes.
